Drum Dryer SPB

Machines & Equipment

About us
Machines and equipment for processing biomass, agro material,
agricultural commodities, cereals, hops, hemp, etc.

Our company deals with the design, production, and sale of technological equipment for processing
biomass, agro material, wood waste, etc. Our company also designs and produces machines and
equipment to prepare raw materials for further processing, such as drying, granulation-pellets making,
and briquetting.
We produce and deliver belt and drum dryers of wood sawdust, woodchips, biomass, cereals, hops,
hemp, and plastic pulp for processing of plastic waste and other types of operations requiring drying of
loose raw material. Another related production program of our company is the production and delivery of
augers, transport fans, loose material dispensers, separators – a cyclone of loose material. In
cooperation with domestic and foreign partners, we participate in the delivery of small and largecapacity pelleting and briquetting lines. Our company is situated in our own administrative and
production facility in which these types of technological equipment are designed, produced and shipped
to customers. Technological equipment delivered by our company is produced by our employees and
made of high-quality domestic and European materials and components.
Our company designs, develop, and manufactures several types and capacity sizes of drum dryers for
sawdust and biomass under the trade names SPB5, SPB10, SPB20, SPB30, and SPB30+. Dryers are
supplied as a whole, which ensures drying and transportation of material from the humidity of 20 to 80 %
to output humidity of 3-15 %. They are suitable for drying wood sawdust, wood chips, biomass, cereals,
and other bulk agricultural crops.
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Commoditied used for SPB dryer
Drum dryers SPB are designed and designated for drying of
commodities such as:

Wood chips

Grass crops

Sunﬂower

Wood sawdust

Alfalfa

Cereal grains

Corn

It is also possible to dry other loose commodities, such as
gravel, sand, fermented manure, waste from biogas
plants, sludge from sewage treatment plants, and other
similar materials. Commodities and materials for the the
food industry can also be dried after treatment in stainless
steel.

Drying of the given commodities is necessary for storage, transportation, and further
processing of these raw materials into the form of granules or pellets.
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Drum dryer SPB - STANDARD
Basic variant of dryer STANDARD
SPB5, SPB10, SPB20, SPB30, SPB30+

Accessories to the basic variant
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The basic variant consists of a boiler, fuel
reservoir, hopper of dried material, drying
insulated free-chambered cylinder,
discharge ventilator, separator-cyclone,
rotary dispenser, delivery conveyor,
electrical installation, and control panel.
Control can be manually or fully
automatic.

The basic vision of the dryer SPB5, SPB10, SPB20,
SPB30 can be supplemented with a rolling-up auger
conveyor, which ensures ﬁlling of the drying cylinder
from the ﬂoor space. The advantage is the continuous
ﬁlling of the drying cylinder without the need to monitor
and replenish the dried material.
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Drum dryer SPBC - COMPACT
Basic variant of dryer COMPACT
SPBC5, SPBC10, SPBC20, SPBC30, SPBC30+

Compact variant with rolling up auger

Variant Compact is the basic version
assembled on a steel frame, which is
dimensionally adapted for transport by a
standard truck or container 40´. It can be
moved to another workplace at any time
after the disassembly of several parts.

Compact variant with rolling up auger is
supplemented with rolling up auger that
replaces material hopper.
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Technical parameters of drum dryers
SPB5, SPB10, SPB20
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Technical parameters of drum dryers
SPB30, SPB30+

Conversion of performance of SPB20 dryer according to input temperature
The given performances are guaranteed for
wood sawdust or chips from softwood, spruce,
and pine at input moisture of 45 % to output
moisture of 12 %.
The quantity is calculated for the input wood
sawdust at the input temperature in the drying
cylinder at 300 °C and at the required output
temperature of 12 %. The calculation of output
quantity in kg/hour may vary depending on the
dried material's type, size, and quality. The
performance can be regulated by changing the
input temperature, which can range from 240 °C
to 350 °C, the maximum allowed temperature for
drying of wood material.
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Discription of the drum dryer SPB Wood
The technology of the drum dryer, hot air boiler, and
piping connection are designed as one functional
unit. The material in the drum is moved by rotation
and pushed towards a suction chamber by sliding
vanes. Dry sawdust is then sucked from the cylinder
into the separator by discharge fan and subsequently
into the reservoir for dry material or presser reservoir
by the auger. The solid particle separator – cyclone
with the discharge fan ensures exhaust of steam and
dust from the drying drum, and then steam is led
through the air-technical pipeline from the separator
out of the system. Electro motors equip the dryer with
gearboxes to minimize the demand for input energy;
thus, the system works in a very energy-saving
mode.
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The dryer is heated by a boiler of its own construction
designed only for this purpose; the boiler is fully
automated. Woodchips, pellets, or sawdust can be
used as fuel. The dryer can work in manual mode
with the assistance of operators or can be
automatically regulated by a control system. The
operation of the dryer is dependent on the type of
dryer. It consists of supervision over the proper run of
individual devices, setting required parameters of
input and output temperature regulators, feeding
material into the fuel reservoir, monitoring the
material level in the hoppers of the dryer, and
essential maintenance. Safety components equip
the set of devices, such are, e.g., the safety
thermostat of output temperature, the temperature
sensor of the fuel feeder, and the sensor for cover
closure of the fuel hopper. The drying drum is
equipped with a safety thermostat which switches
the boiler and fan in case the temperature exceeds.
The whole system is controlled by a touch panel
where the technology is displayed clearly (see
attached description).
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Discription of the drum dryer SPB AGRO
Drum dryer SPB30 – AGRO
The single-chamber cylinder system is designed for drying material of mainly vegetable origin and for drying up to
140 °C. The material is poured into the cylinder by sliding vanes along the entire length of the cylinder. Drying air
from the boiler is supplied to the drying cylinder utilizing transport ventilators. Hot air is supplied by ventilators which
are parts of the boiler and are regulated by the temperature and volume requirements for each zone separately
through the central pipe. The temperature can be set independently for each area. Excess air is then extracted from
the cylinder by the exhaust ventilator to the centrifugal separator. The system is designed for drying material with
input moisture of up to 90 % and a size of up to 50 mm to output moisture of up to 0 %. It is possible to dry
commodities such as alfalfa, hops, hemp, forage stalks, corn, and other cereals. With the modiﬁcation of the boiler,
the dryer is also suitable for drying wood chips.

Hot air supply
80-140 °C

Material dispenser
2-50 mm

Air and moisture drainage
temperature 35-80 °C
Output of dried
material 0-20 %
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Safety of equipment
Safety of equipment
Safety components equip the set of devices, for instance, the safety thermostat of output temperature, the
temperature sensor in the drum, the temperature sensor of fuel feeder, the sensor of cover closure of the fuel
hopper, temperature sensors in boiler chambers and chimney ﬂap for leading heat out of the system. The set
of devices is connected to a pressure water supply in case the material burns in the drum. The drying drum is
equipped with a safety thermostat that switches oﬀ the boiler and fan in case the temperature is exceeded,
closes the heat intake into the system, and the extinguishing process is started with the help of a servo valve
and pressure water in the case of burning. The whole system is controlled by a touch panel where the
technology is clearly and graphically displayed and all components' state during the drying process with
needed data. In the case of a defect, the operators are visually warned by red light and an acoustic siren.
Possible defects are then also described on display.

BRAWL
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Dryer control system

Description control system
The machine is equipped with a PLC control system and an operator panel for controlling technology,
displaying states and failures. There are control and signaling elements on the door of the dryer switchboard –
the main switch, button, signal, and HMI panel. The operator panel monitors the current machine states and
quantities and sets parameters, views, and conﬁrms error messages.
MANUAL CONTROL
In manual mode, it is possible to control individual drives independently of each other. The operator must
control all machine conditions, and he is responsible for any errors, such as congestion, overheating, or
unwanted ﬂare-ups of fuel or dried material. The main screen displays the current states of the drives – speed
and the operation by green coloring the box with the name of the respective drive. In the numeric ﬁelds with
white background (maximum), it is possible to enter the required speed or to open the respective drives in
percentages. Furthermore, for the fuel feed drive, vibrator, and roll-up cutter shift, it is possible to enter the
running time (Run) or the time after which the restart occurs (Period) entered in seconds. For the continuous
operation of the drive, it is necessary to set the period to 0 seconds.
The main screen in manual mode
In this mode, each engine's current temperature values and speeds are displayed on the screen. The whitecolored ﬁelds are editable, setting the setpoints of the individual drives. The individual drives are started and
stopped using the START, STOP, forward, and reverse buttons.
CONTROL IN AUTOMATIC MODE
The control system automatically regulates the temperatures to the desired values. An experienced operator
can change these required values. Changes have a signiﬁcant impact on the stability and safety of the
machine, so it is necessary to change the values with consideration. The operator is responsible for the
changes made.
Description of functions of individual regulations
Boiler temperature control
Temperature control at the dryer inlet
Temperature control in the drying drum
Temperature control at the dryer outlet

The main screen in automatic mode
In this mode, the current temperature values, the speed of individual engines, the percentage of the opening of
the suction air ﬂaps are displayed on the screen, and some operating parameters of the automatic regulation
(white-colored ﬁelds) are displayed with the possibility of editing.
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Hot air boiler
Hot air boiler with cyclone spark separator
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Hot airPásová
boiler sušárna AGRO
Hot air boiler with electrostatic sparks separator
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1.Furnace, fuel – wood chips, wood pellets, agro pellets
2.Combustion chamber
3.Mixing chamber
4.Afterburning chamber
5.Emergency chimney ﬂap
6.Sparks and dust separator
7.Air inlet for temperature control
8.Outlet of drying air to cylinder 50-350 °C

The hot-air boiler can be ﬁtted with a centrifugal cyclone
separator in combination with an electrostatic spark separator.
This combination ensures maximum cleaning of ﬂue gases
from dirt and sparks.
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Hot air boiler with heat exchanger

The hot-air boiler with an exchanger is designed
to distribute hot air into the assembly, where it is
necessary to dry with clean air without ﬂue
gases and impurities from combustion. The
advantage of this type of boiler is the possibility
of using it for drying commodities that cannot be
contaminated with ﬂue gases. These are
commodities that, after processing, will be
further used as a feed or in the food industry.

Type 300-1000 kW

Air supply to the
exchanger

Tube heat exchanger

Type 100-300 kW
The maximum outlet temperature of
drying air for these types of boilers is
140 °C; it is regulated as needed in the
range from about 50 °C to max. 140 °C.

Air outlet from
exchanger
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Pelletizing line SP

Pelletizing - granulating line SPL20
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Parts and components of the pellet line
Hot-air boilers 300 KW - 1,5 MW

Filling rolling auger

Transport fans

Filling machine with weighing-machine

from 2,2 kW - 22 kW / 1200 - 18500 m³/hrs

Rotary separator - dispenser

Bucket conveyors,
elevators

Standing mixer

Screw conveyors

Belt conveyors
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Realization
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Realization
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Contact
The brand

is represented by:

Contact for European customers:
Business representation

Business representation

Jurij Ruščak
CZ, SK, PL, RO
jurij@strazarpellet.com
+420 602 407 975

Ilona Ruščaková
EU
ilona@strazarpellet.com
+420 773 025 319

Contact for customers from USA, Canada, North and South America:
STRAZAR PELLET, LLC
4462 Ernie Davis Circle
Philadelphia, PA 19154, US
Victor Ruschak
CEO
info@strazarusa.com
+1 267 253 1367
fax: +1 267 703 6707

Контакт для заказчиков из русскоязычных стран:
Торговый представитель
Юрий Рущак
jurij@strazarpellet.com
+420 602 407 975

Projection, development, production and service:
BRAWL STARS s.r.o.
Zámostní 1155/27
710 00 Slezská Ostrava
IČO: 08811776, DIČ: CZ08811776
brawl.technology@gmail.com

